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About This Game

Classic 2D Action Platformer

The story

One Day, the Sun Disappeared…
The world is about to turn into a ball of ice and something has to be done!

A boy starts on a journey to find the Sun and bring it back!

Features

Stamina Plays A Big Role
You will not be able to endlessly attack or defend.

The difference in stamina means the difference in your game.
Managing stamina will be an important part of the game.

Character Ability
Your character’s ability can be upgraded with Gold. You can earn Gold by slaying monsters.

Strength, Health, and Dexterity are the three abilities you can build up.

Various Gears
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There are about 100 different gears available in this game. Some gears will dictate the styling of your character as well. Some
gears are found in monsters and treasure chests.

Attribute System
Monsters will keep getting stronger as you advance. Keep in mind of the weapon attributes which can make a deciding

difference.

Pet System
There will be pets there to accompany you through the journey. You won’t be lonely.

Xbox & PS4 Controller Support

Indie Game Project By A Single creator

'One Day : The Sun Disappeared' is a One-man indie game development project
(including Programming, Art, Music and some parts of the fx sound)
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Title: One Day : The Sun Disappeared
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Teemo Soft
Publisher:
Teemo Soft
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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one day the sun disappeared 攻略. one day the sun disappeared apk. one day the sun disappeared game. one day the sun
disappeared igg. one day the sun disappeared mod apk. one day the sun disappeared

With almost a thousand hours and having played the other MH games when I was like 12, there's no doubt that this one is the
best of them all. It's not the best that it could be, there's a lot of features from the other games, that can and must, in my opinion,
be added to this one, however, it still has more of the best features from the other games, than any of those other games, if that
makes sense.

So should you play it? Absolutely! With 900 hours, I still haven't finished the content and at the end of this year there's a
confirmed expansion (that'l still cost you like 20-30 dollars) that is supposed to be bigger the size of the game currently..
Nostalgic reminds me of the old Arcade Palaces.
Atari.
Rememberf Defender ?, Fun simple and this ones Free.
If you enjoy simple fun then this is it.. please please please please PLEASE remove the high frequency 1-1.5 second noice that's
in the music its going to make me insane. YOU GET TO KILL HEADLESS DOMINAS IN HIGH HEELS: 10/10. Learn stuff!
Then play!. I have played all the titles from the beginning and they just keep getting better! This game is a perfect time waster
and you can play at your own pace or go insane.
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Either I'm just not good at it, or it's real tough, but it's hard. And I love it.. Gameplay\/review (8 min): 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58myxy8LEIc
Awesome game but with some flaws. If you like zombie games (like I do) then you will most likely find it enjoyable. The first
few waves were way too easy for me so that made it a bit boring at first. But as soon zombies started to appear more frequently
it immediately got more exciting.

The weapons must be realistically reloaded and that adds an extra challenge. It's great because otherwise it would simply get too
easy and boring.

I've played it for over an hour now and only experienced two bugs and neither of them caused any major issues. To me that's
very impressive seeing as this is still an early release.

Right now I think it's a bit overpriced for the experience which I had (but not by a lot). It seems a little to basic at the moment
and doesn't offer much of variation in terms of gamemodes or similar. But, seeing as this is an early release and that the
developers have promised more features it won't affect my final verdict too much.

As a whole I enjoyed the game and do recommend it to anyone else who like wave shooters and zombies.. way better
than the new homm VII, and that says alot with the massive 8 years release time diffrence. Definitely worth 10€.. very
pretty. Not a terribly long game, but it doesn't need to be.. The gameplay feels very solid and the music is great aside
from on floor 3 where it randomly shuts off every time.

Stat progression feels very bland and making the stats more important could really help spice up the game since right
now they feel almost pointless. Item requirements or perhaps something like skills that are associated with certain
weapons unlocking when a certain stat is high enough would be great.

There needs to be a mechanic added to discard / sell old weapons in order to make the prev/next weapon functionality
usable. The way it is now they build up so fast that it makes the function pointless.

Unfortunately, being unable to progress and having to worry about the game crashing every time you beat a floor
makes it very frustrating and unplayable for me.. I like this game...but...i screwed it a little with gold \/ gems at begin,
so im asking - is tehre some way to DELETE my game profile and start again from beginning?. Overall pretty
awesome. Get it and check it out, a nice metroidvania shooter. Great cartoony graphics, highly responsive and good-
feeling controls, the music isn't annoying.

Can't say how the co-op is since I've only played by myself so far. Wish the co-op was online.

The problems:
You start with double-jump, and there's almost never a time when you would want to single-jump. I wish it was just a
bigger jump instead of mashing spacebar a million times in a row

It's annoying to have to backtrack to pick up coins sprayed everywhere by dead enemies all the time, and some get
dropped into inaccessible places like spike pits.

On that note - ♥♥♥♥ 1-hit-kill spiky things. It's always been a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t mechanic.

The map doesn't show where you've seen items/obstacles and you have no way of marking down locations/notes.

Some of the rooms/fights are really frustrating. There have been instances where I just ran past all the enemies because
they're such ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t to fight. I smashed my desk in rage, it was so bad once.

Some of the regular enemies (not bosses/challenges) have too much life / guns do too little damage. There's a high-
damage/slow-ROF weapon with the best DPS I found so far, and sometimes a single creature takes 15 hits to kill. I
would much rather there be more enemies that don't take a year to kill each, at least then it seems like you're making
progress or something...
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